From:

perrin@garlic.com <perrin@garlic.com>

To:

Howard, KristinaKristina. Howard@fda.hhs.gov

CC:

perrin@garli<:;.comperrin@garlic.com

Date:
Subject:

6/9/2016 3:50:17 PM
RE: Tissue request for week of June 20

Hi Kristina,
Great. We'll do our best!
Perrin

>Hi Perrin,
>
>Thank you for the reply. It is strongly preferred to have a male fetus if
>at all possible. However, after we dose the mice, we have to proceed with
> the surgery, so at that point undetermined sex or female is better than no
> tissue. I know in some cases it is impossible to tell what the sex is,
> however, I don't know what proportion of your tissues are in that
>category.
>
> Okay, given all information, let's go with either Thursday (6/23) or
> Friday (6/24) delivery (either way first Fedex), male tissue if at all
> possible, next choice undetermined, last choice known female. As always
> liver and thymus tissue, but under our new contract we will have tissues
>tested for HIV, Hep 8 & Hep C with results sent when available. As you
>say, getting the tissue is most important so we don't lose the animals in
>this surgery.
>
> I'll send a separate email for tissues that we need next month for routine
>humanization surgery.
>
> Best Regards,
>Kristina
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: perrin@garlic.com [mailto:perrin@garlic.com]
>Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2016 10:30 AM
> To: Howard, Kristina
> Cc: perrin@garlic.com
> Subject: Re: Tissue request for next week
>
> Hi Kristina,
>
> Thursday and Friday for delivery is absolutely your best bet.
>
> Does the tissue HAVE to come from a male fetus? It really helps when we
> can send either, especially since this is an important and time sensitive
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>surgery.
>
>Perrin
>
>

>>Perrin,
>>
>> We have a very important and timing-wise, challenging surgery the week
>>of
>> June 20th. We will be making dual humanized BLT mice (human liver and
>>the
>> BLT surgery) at the same time. This requires coordination of tissue
>>from
>> ABR and the hepatocytes. We prefer male tissue for this delivery and
>>want
>> to know for scheduling purposes what will be easiest for you work with
>>as
>> far as dates. Is it better to go with Wed or Thurs for delivery or
>> Thurs
>> or Fri for delivery? For this surgery we cannot receive tissue on
>>Saturday. I can't go with Wed-Fri because of the treatment I have to
>>give
>>the mice to do the hepatic part of surgery.
>>
>> I appreciate your input.
>>

>> Thank you,
>>Kristina
>>
>>
>
>
>
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